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Ellen Opperman-President
UPMA
As I am writing this article, I am waiting for 3-4 inches of snow forecasted to fall
on us this evening. Fortunately, tomorrow is Veterans Day, so at least I don’t
have to slop through the mess tomorrow! I certainly hope this is no indication
of the winter that is ahead of us!! In addition, I would like to recognize all of our
veterans for their selfless service to our country. THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!
Well, October was a busy month for your Executive Board as we traveled around the state to our 4 Fall Meetings. Attendance was good, though I always hope for more…… lots of information was shared by the Board
members as well as a presentation on Federal Benefits from Calvin Bagley and Starrla Norman. So much
good information for those planning to retire (as we all are) as well as those with years to go! I listened to the
same presentation all four nights and learned something new each time I heard it!! The most exciting part for
me was visiting nonmember offices with Kerry Nichols as we traveled from meeting to meeting. Not only did
we stop to talk to Postmasters, Supervisors, Clerks and Managers, but we were able to see some of those
small-town sights that we would have otherwise missed. There was Arnold the Bull in Audubon, huge statue of
Pocahontas and of course the not to be missed Axe Murder House in Villisca!! Kerry is in possession of all the
pictures, but who knew there were such treasures in our little state! Of course, the laughter and shenanigans
we shared while we drove over 900 miles was priceless. We also had our drawing for a member to receive
$500 towards expenses to join us at Legislative Summit in February. I am pleased to announce that Ashley
Hardenbrook was the winner and will be joining us!
As I announced at the meeting, those of you who are 18B’s should have received notification that you are no
longer EAS-18B but will now forever be known as EAS-43! This is strictly a payroll change as the Postal pay
system in Eagan was not able to recognize the “B” in the system, so they had to create a new one. It does not
affect your pay in any way, just a correction to the system.
Mitigation is currently in effect. This year the mitigation process was extended to 2 weeks, an extension of
a week from previous years, and the appeal timeline was lengthened as well. We were all told at the Kickoff
Meeting in November that ALL EAS employees would receive an NPA of 4 or above, which is a raise for everyone!! We all know that the NPA system is broken and the hope is that UPMA Headquarters will again be able to
enter into discussions with Postal Headquarter about the NPA program.
Your Executive Board will be meeting January 11-12 at Honey Creek Resort to begin planning our 2020 UPMA
State Convention. It will be April 24-26, 2020, so please mark our calendars! It is again our plan to partner with
Hawkeye District Office with a day of training on Friday. This was very successful last year and would love to
see even more of you there next year. You will not even have to us AL to join us!! More information will be
coming in the next issue of the Hawkeye Heartlander, but please plan now to join us!
It is my wish that all of you have a blessed and wonderful holiday season and please be sure to make time for
yourself and your families. Happy Holidays to all!
Until next time…………Ellen
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Richard SpringerSecretary/Treasurer
UPMA
Tis the Season for Family and Friends
The Fall Tour was well attended with a combined attendance of
over 70. Attendees were provided great information from the UPMA
Chapter Officers Ellen, Jeff, Rich, Kerry, Lisa and Harry, along with
Hawkeye District employees Sharon Worthen, Wendy Berg and Mike
Umfleet. Benefit Consultants Starrla Norman and Calvin Bagley provided great information on retirement information. We hope they can attend
both our State Convention and next year’s Fall Tour.
I feel the fall tour locations worked out great because attendees
could stay after the meetings were over to visit, which has been an issue
with past locations requesting us to exit earlier than we wanted to. I hope we can find similar locations for next
year’s Fall Tour that will provide us with extended meeting times.
I’m happy to report that all of the money won on fall tour during the PAC 50/50 heads and tails was donated towards PAC, raising $270.00. UPMA binders were awarded to Bethanie Metcalf, Dan Coy, Karl Nedved
and Sheila Soppe.
Once again, we collected names of members who were interested in receiving the $500.00 stipend to
attend the Legislative Summit, February 23-26, 2020. Ashley Hardenbrook was the lucky name drawn, and
we are so excited for her to be going with the rest of the board to Washington DC. Any member is welcome to
attend the Summit, just reach out to a board member so we can help you make plans.
I hope many of you were able to attend the Hawkeye FY 2020 kickoff meeting at the Honey Creek
Resort. Honey Creek Resort is the same location as our upcoming 2020 State Convention, April 24-26. The
amenities there are wonderful and I hope everyone will make plans to attend our convention.
The 2020 UPMA National Convention will be in St. Louis August 1-7. I’m happy to report that this
convention will have a free registration for anyone who has never attended a UPMA convention in the past. I
sincerely hope this wonderful offer along with the fact Iowa is within driving distance will entice many of our
Iowa members to attend. Start making your plans to attend now. You only have to go to a National Convention
once to realize how great of an experience it is and that you won’t want to miss anymore.
Peak season is upon us and I know we will all be working hard to provide the best service we can to
our customers. During this very busy time be sure to save a little time for yourself each week. Your health and
wellbeing are just as important as the service you provide, so don’t let the season overwhelm you.

Happy Holidays ~ Rich
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Jeff ArmentExecutive Vice President
Membership
Peak Season is just about here and it sounds like it’s going
to be another busy one. Let’s all remember that we need to
help each other out if we have help available. Some of us are
more staffed then others and we need to all work together to
make this a successful Peak Season.
Speaking of successful, we just completed our Fall Tour
the last part of October and had a good turnout. Outstanding information and training were passed
along to all who were able to attend. We were able to visit many of your offices and also some of the
non-member offices while we traveled to each meeting location during the week. We were even able
to gain 8 new members to UPMA along way.
Just as a reminder, we are half way through our membership promotion for our Iowa UPMA
Chapter. This promotion started July 1, 2019 and will continue up until our State Convention in April
2020. If you sign up any new EAS member, you will receive $25 dollars and for each new Associate
member, you will receive $10. Make sure you are putting your name at the bottom of the 1187 as the
one that influenced them to join that way I know who will receive the money. We will be issuing cash
at State Convention for those of you that signed up new members and will send a check to all others
who are unable to attend. There won’t be a Career Awareness Conference until the fall so if we are
going to sign up any new Associate Members, we’re going to have to look within our own offices for
those who are interested in advancement into management and let them know what UPMA has to
offer to help make that happen.

The
above are all new members that have joined UPMA here in Iowa in 2019. Please reach out and welcome them to this great organization!
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Lisa EittreimVice President
Legislative/PAC
Legislatively Speaking…..
Your board has successfully completed our Fall tour meetings and
I am pleased to say we had good turnouts this year. We tried a
new format using hotel meeting rooms with a free pizza buffet
eliminating costs and registration for our members. I personally
enjoyed the open space and not being kicked out by a facility waiting on us to close. Our District Manager had to be out of town, but
he made sure he sent District representation to each meeting so
every group had a different flavor. I also enjoyed the financial information presentation which was intensive but had something for
everyone to take away and think about in planning for our future
or current retirement plans. I wish I had this type of information available to me 40 years ago when I
started. I know I would have done things so differently. The Postal Service only provides us HR helpers. They are not trained in advising us HOW to use the benefits the Postal Service provides us. You
can never be too young to think about your future. Please give your board feedback so we can take
that into planning for next year.
On the legislative front things are not moving at the pace we had hoped. The stakeholders involved
were coming together with finals for a bill to be presented. Then we had the very sad announcement
that our Postal champion, Rep. Elijah Cummings, had passed away. He was the Chair of the House
Oversight and Government Reform Committee and a key player in our reform progress. Then next we
took another blow as Postmaster General Meghan Brennan announced her retirement January 31,
2020. We do not know who will take either of their places and what the feelings of those replacements
will be in regard to postal reform. So, we are stalled at the moment moving into an election year. It
seems we have come so close so many times, but we never seem to quite get the ball over the line.
The choice for the PMG will be crucial. Will it be someone who has risen in postal ranks or someone
from the outside? Pay attention to the upcoming changes. They will affect us all.
We will be heading to DC in February for our Legislative Conference and another opportunity to bring
reform to the table. At our Fall tour meetings interested attendees had the opportunity to sign up for a
drawing to come to DC with us. The winner will be announced soon! This is one of the greatest events
to attend in my opinion. I hope you will consider joining us.
Iowa continues to be a leader in UPMA at the national level. To win Star Chapter of the Year was
amazing. We are second for new members in our area and we lead UPMA nationally with the largest
number of E-Pac participants and we have officers that sit on the National Board. These accomplishments are huge and much to be proud of.
I want to thank all of you that contribute to PAC. We raised $420.00 at Fall meetings which is great!
There is still a lot of room for more to join us. Please consider an E-Pac donation of $5.00-$10.00 a
pay period. It is a small amount from your check and a huge contribution to protecting your benefits
and your future. Thanks for your consideration!
Peak season is around the corner. This means a challenge for us all but amazingly we always seem
to get through it. That is a testament to the dedicated Postmasters and Managers the Postal Service
has working for them.
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The following is the current status of bills and resolutions that deal with Postal reform and
Federal employee benefits. Keep your eyes open to what is ahead. Happy Holidays to you
all.

H. Res. 23: Expresses the sense of the House that the United States Postal Service should
take all appropriate measures to ensure the continuation of door delivery for all businesses
and residential customers. All 4 Iowa House Representatives cosponsored!
H.Res.33/S. Res.99: Expresses the sense of the House that Congress should take all appropriate measures to ensure that the United States Postal Service remains an independent
establishment of the federal government and is not subject to privatization. Loebsack, Axne
and Finkenauer.
H. Res.54: Expresses the sense of the House that the United States Postal Service should
take all appropriate measures to ensure the continuation of its six-day mail delivery service.
Loebsack, Axne and Finkenauer.
H. Res. 60: Expresses the sense of the House that the United States Postal Service should
take all appropriate measures to restore service standards in effect as of July 1, 2012. Loebsack and Finkenauer, & Axne
H.R 2382: Repeals the USPS prefunding requirement. Axne and Finkenauer & Loebsack
H.R. 1254: Provides Federal Employees Retirement System (FERS) retirees with the same
annual cost-of-living (COLA) as Civil service Retirement System (CSRS) retirees. No Iowa
co-sponsors yet.
H.R. 1553: Requires Social Security and federal retirement programs to use the Consumer
Price Index for the Elderly (CPI-E) to calculate cost-of-living adjustments (COLA’s) to retirement benefits. No Iowa co-sponsors yet.
H.R. 1073/S. 426: Provides a 3.6 percent federal employee pay raise in calendar year 2020.
No Iowa co-sponsors yet.
H.R. 1534/S. 1174: Provides federal employees with 12 weeks of paid leave in connection
with the birth, adoption, or foster placement of a child and other medical conditions. No Iowa
co-sponsors yet.
H.R. 141/ S.521: Repeals both the Government Pension Offset (GPO) and the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP). Finkenauer, Axne and Loebsack.
H.R. 2517: United States Postal Service Shipping Equity Act. To amend Title 18 & Title 39
of the US Code to provide the US Postal Service the authority to mail alcoholic beverages &
other purposes. Axne & Finkenauer.
H.R. 2478 Federal Retirement Fairness Act. No Iowa co-sponsors yet.
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Kerry Nichols
-Vice President
Education Chair
TACKLING THE BRAIN CLUTTER
Remember the survey we took in regards to redundant reporting and excessive
emails? Vaguely? Does it seem that since we took the survey our computer
workload has tripled? Me too.
Until something actually happens to reduce the amount of inbound email traffic,
we can take matters into our own hands. I don’t know about you, but there are
days I will receive more than 100 emails in my inbox that I somehow have to
manage. Of that 100 I can tell you there are probably only 10 I need to read
and 4 I actually want to read. Thankfully someone in UPMA wrote an article (I
want to say it was Kentucky) that taught me just how to take control of my email
insanity. It has worked wonders for me- so I’m passing it on to you in hopes
that it can do the same. I have a difficult time seeing the forest for the trees.
Scratch that- I have a difficult time seeing the important trees in a giant forest of trees. Not anymore. I color code. The
incoming emails from my current MPOO are purple. The incoming emails from the HR staff I am working with are navy.
The incoming emails from my own staff are bright blue and a different font altogether. Everything else is a bland grey.
Now I can read and respond to the ones I want to and need to and then tackle the rest when I have time. In addition to
colors: don’t forget to use your rules. Those inbound emails that are just noise and don’t add value to my work day are
sent straight to trash. I know the departments sending them believe they are important, however; we have the power to
decide they are not. Claim your power! Here is how you do that:
To create a rule (like sending that DPS% email to trash automatically):
Highlight in your inbox the email you would like the rule to control. Go up to the toolbar and choose the world Rules.
Click on Create the rule. You can then choose the specific conditions. Is it all emails from 1 sender? Is it specific messages from that sender? Click the box and then choose where you want to send it. In this case, the deleted folder.
To color code:
With your inbox open, choose the VIEW tab. Then View Settings. In the box that opens, click on Conditional Formatting.
Click the ADD box. Name the condition something. Let’s start with Employees. Click Font, make your choices including
color and font and size. Click OK. Then choose Condition. Enter the email addresses of all of your employees and again
click okay. Voila! One down! Repeat for all of the intended incoming emails you need to make sure you can easily see
and respond.
In addition to those two simple things to help declutter your universe- you can easily create archive folders to sort even
further. Central Plains DM Rick Pivovar calls it triaging. He has created a webex to show you how to do that. I am pasting the link for you here:
https://western1.fws.usps.gov/sites/centralplains/hr/LDD/Lists/Calendar/calendar.aspx
It is at the bottom of the page, titled Managing Your Email.
I utilize his tricks to assign all of the incoming auto emails from HRSSC pertaining to every conditional job offer and rejection. Those hit my email at all hours (HRSSC works tour 1). Because they now auto-flow into their own archive folders, I
can choose to read them whenever I have a few minutes. Again, they are not
clogging my inbox.

I hope some of you will find comfort in taking back your work day by controlling
how you manage (or triage) the incoming email noise. Let me know if you have
even more tricks to declutter your brain! I would love to hear them! Until next
time, we are one day closer to spring. We can do this!
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Diane Howland
Retiree President
Yesterday I worked at the local city and school board election. It’s a long day from 6am to 10pm by the time
I drive the results to the county auditor’s office but I enjoy being involved in the process of the elections. It
reminds me of how lucky we are to have the right to vote.
I got a call from our new National Retiree President Rodney Boland last week. He asked me to serve on the
Retiree National Membership Committee. I’m excited to be working with Val Langbehn from South Dakota and
Darnell Gardner from Alabama.
I want to congratulate Jeff Arment on the great job he has done on membership in Iowa and the award Iowa
won at National convention. He can’t do it alone. It takes all of us to help bring in new members and also
maintain our current members.
If you know someone who is retiring or a retiree who is thinking of canceling their membership and they don’t
see the value in staying a member, stop and think about what that $60 a year buys. For $60 you get an organization working for you on legislation that affects your retirement income and benefits, two publications, a first
class credit union, and the opportunity to stay in touch with friends both active and retired. Maybe you think
that you don’t need to keep your membership if you aren’t going to attend any meetings but you still need to
stay informed and you still need protection for your retirement. It is so important to stay involved even after
you retire. If you read and follow Lisa’s articles, you know that our retirement and health insurance can be in
jeopardy. We are at the mercy of Congress. We need to be talking to our Congressmen and Senators. UPMA
is fighting for you and you need to support that fight.
As I write this article, the snow is falling and it’s only November 6th!!!! I’m afraid it’s going to be a long winter.
At least I don’t have to drive to work and worry about the mail arriving and the carriers getting in on time. Life
is good!

Harry HealeyThe PAC MAN

I would like to tell you a story based on personal experience. Back in 2005 and 2006 I was the Legislative Director for Iowa NAPUS. In 2006 the Postal Accountability Enhancement Act, which mandated the Postal Service pre-fund health care coverage for
retirees was enacted. The USPS was given ten years to pre-fund for retirees 75 years into the future. For those of you who don’t
remember or weren’t around yet to know how such a damaging clause got put into that law let me remind you. That law took a
couple years for congress to hammer out. Part of the reason it took so long was because of certain congressmen who wanted the
Postal Service privatized. Three, in particular, were working toward that effort: Hensarling from Texas, Flake from Arizona, and
a little known congressman from Indiana named Mike Pence (I wonder whatever happened to him?) Anyway, there was another
player in the game that didn’t do much to move legislation along, that being the USPS itself. The big wigs at USPS headquarters at
the time thought it best to let the management associations and the unions testify to congress about postal legislation and see what
comes of it. In spite of repeated efforts from members of congress to get headquarters to engage they just sat back and watched
the process because they didn’t see anything being bandied about that had them concerned. And then at almost the last minute
the George W. Bush administration threw in the pre-funding idea. It was at that point the power-thinkers at HQ wanted to express
their opinion. But after two years of practically begging USPS HQ to get involved Congress pretty much said, “You had your
chance. Now you can just tell it to the hand.”
I told you this story because it seems to me the 88% of you UPMA members who don’t contribute to PAC are similar to the USPS
back in 2005 and 2006. When the UPMA organization is trying to advocate for you will members of Congress think, “88% of Postmasters don’t care enough about their pay and benefits to get involved so why should we?”
At the fall tour, at state convention and in recent articles I have given you real dollar reasons to contribute to UPMA PAC. The late,
great Dale Tietjens used to say there are three types of people, those who make things happen, those who watch things happen,
and those who wonder what happened. Are you going to be scratching your head some day and wondering what happened and try
to explain to your spouse and family why it wasn’t worth $5 a payday to protect the good pay and excellent benefits you now enjoy?
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4th UPMA National Convention
Aug. 1-7, 2020

Official Registration Form
Registration also available at www.unitedpma.org
Please complete one form per registrant. Photocopy the form for additional registrations.

St.Louis

First Name:________________________________ Last Name:______________________________________
Title:

First Name (for your badge):_________________________________

❏ Postmaster/OIC
❏ Supervisor

Post Office You Represent City: ___________________________________ State:__________

❏
❏
❏
❏
❏
❏

Manager
EAS Professional
Associate
UPMA Retired
Spouse
Guest

Your Mailing Address:__________________________________________________________
City:_________________________________ State:______ ZIP+4_____________________
Cell Phone:________________________________________
E-mail:____________________________________________

Convention Registration (only one person per form):
8/2/1912/31/19

Please circle the
appropriate fee:

1/1/20- 3/1/20- After
2/28/20 6/15/20 6/15/20

Postmaster/Manager/Supervisor/
Associate/OIC/EAS Professional
$195
$220
$245
$270
Daily registration is available at $65/day until June 15; $75/day after
that date using this form; online registration not available. You also can
register on-site. Check all that apply:
❏ Sat
❏ Sun
❏ Mon
❏ Wed
❏ Thurs
First-Timer*—Active and Retired

$95

$171.25
UPMA Retired or Guest †
(UPMA Retired Luncheon included)
Auxiliary/Spouse/
Postmaster Guest
$142.50
(Does NOT include UPMA Retired Luncheon)

$95
$190

$161.25

$95

$95

$208.75 $227.50

$180

198.75

Children (17 and under) $80; includes child’s meal at the Grand Banquet.
*First-timers must pay their registration fee in advance using this form;
online registration not available. After attending the convention, they must
submit a form to the National Office to be reimbursed.
†
UPMA Retired member may have one guest (not an active member) register for the same price.
Grand Banquet: Aug. 6, 2020

Payment Information
Convention Fee:
_____ Additional tickets for UPMA
Retired Luncheon @ $25 each

$________________
$________________

❏ Check payable to UPMA
❏ Visa/MasterCard
Card number_____________________________________________
(3- or 4-digit code
imprinted on card)

Hotel Reservation
UPMA has a special rate at the convention hotel beginning Aug. 1,
2019. You must call the hotel
directly to make a reservation. The
National Office will not handle room
reservations. To make a reservation, you must make a deposit to
the hotel in the amount of your
first night’s lodging; this deposit
is non-refundable after July 8,
2020. All room cancellations must
be made directly with the hotel. To
secure the special UPMA rate, you
must identify yourself as part of the
UPMA convention. The rate is available only until July 8, 2020, or all
rooms in the block are sold,
whichever comes first. The group
rate is available five days preand post convention based on
availability.
Marriott St. Louis Grand
1-877-303-0104
$119—single/double/triple/quad
Be sure to request the
UPMA group rate.

$________________

Total Payment:

Card security code:_____________

Active First-Timer?
❏ Yes ❏ No
UPMA Retired First-Timer?
❏ Yes ❏ No

Expiration date:______________

Registration Cancellation
Refund Policy
Requests for cancellation refunds must
be made in writing to the UPMA National
Office. Requests must be postmarked by
June 1, 2020; no refunds after that date.
All refunds are subject to a $30 handling
fee.
Registrations are non-transferable.

Signature:_______________________________________________

Mail with full payment to UPMA National Convention
Registration, 8 Herbert St., Alexandria, VA 22305-2600.
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Questions?
Call 703-683-9027

Darcie RenzeVice President
Communications/Editor
Take Time For Yourself

As I sit here and wonder what I can share with you at this busiest time of year, I
remember last year at this time and how crazy busy the office was when I get a
phone call from my doctors office wanting to set up my annual mammogram. My first
thought to myself was “Are you crazy, I don’t have the time for this, don’t you know
there is too much to do at my job?” Instead, I found myself setting a date to go but
knowing that I would cancel as it got closer because I wouldn’t have time to get away.
For some odd reason, I kept that appointment. The day after that I got a call from the
radiologist saying that I needed to come back for an ultrasound since he was seeing
something that wasn’t there last year. Within three day of what was a routine annual
screening, I was told there was a spot that was suspicious and I would now need a
biopsy. Talk about something that happens to put everything into perspective. No
longer did I feel like I was too busy to leave work for an appointment. Every day up to
my biopsy I kept telling myself that it was nothing, breast cancer doesn’t even run in my family, so this was all just a bad dream. I was
plunged into worry and depression. In fact, waking up is pretty much the worst part of the day when you think you may have cancer,
because every morning, for just a few seconds, I think to myself, “What an awful nightmare! Thank God none of it is real!” but the relief
melts away when I realize that actually every single part of it was and is totally, completely, undeniably real.
Two days after Christmas I was out with friends when a surprisingly calm doctor really did call to deliver the news that I’m cancerous.
“I know this is hard for you,” he continued, “It’s not uncommon for patients to experience the five stages of grief.” I would say I experienced all five of them within the first 30 seconds of his phone call.
As the days went on, I continued to wake up in the morning to the horrible realization that I have cancer and I realized that those five
feelings: denial, anger, bargaining, depression, and finally, acceptance are not really sufficient to explain the completely unsafe, smalltown, carnie-run emotional roller coaster that is a cancer diagnosis.
Within a week from the time I got the call I was scheduled to see a surgeon, oncologist, a plastic surgeon, and have a MRI. And yes,
these were all on the same day!! This day lasted longer than any day up until Christmas at work and by the time I was done, I was filled
with more questions and what ifs in my mind. The realization began to sink in that self-pity doesn’t cure cancer so I decided to be proactive and go with a double mastectomy and fight this so I would be around to terrorize my children yet and play with my grandchildren.
My surgery was in February of this year and after all the results came back I was informed that my cancer had not spread and there
were no other traces found in my breast tissue. What great news! Now I could begin to heal and take any treatment needed and wait
for the reconstruction surgery to follow.
Now I know we all have days that don’t go right. Everyone seems to be asking for something and no matter what you do, it isn’t enough.
I know how dedicated we all are at our job and even during the craziest of times, you need to make sure you take the time for yourself.
We are all a part of a big family and I felt the need to share with my family the experience I went through so that it can possibly help
someone else decide to not skip that annual check-up even when you feel too busy! Like I mentioned earlier, I had every intention to
cancel that mammogram last year and reschedule, but I thank my lucky stars every day that I didn’t since my cancer was caught early
and I have had great results, yet had I waited…..who knows?
So, with the rush upon us, try and take some time to really enjoy the season and reflect on your own year and appreciate what you have.
Tell the people in your life that you love them and that they are important to you.
Best Wishes for 2020….Darcie
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Letter to the Editor

Block Voting - Growing Pains or Death Knoll?
Will block voting be a growing pain that UPMA resolves or will it be the beginning of the end?
So what is block voting. Block voting is taking the majority vote and casting all the earned electoral votes for that state toward the
majority winning candidate. While this may seem a simple majority rules democratic tradition, I believe I will show that this is far
from the truth and is a method being used to corrupt our voting rights and disenfranchise the minority opinion and will most likely
lead to less participation at meetings engendering less membership i.e. death knoll of UPMA. For without membership and the participation of the membership this organization will cease to exist.
First the rules: Robert’s Rules of Order Article VIII Voting has no reference to block voting. UPMA National Election Policy has
no reference to block voting. In fact none of the posted UPMA National Policies and Procedures at UnitedPMA.org even has the
word “block” in it. Some states Bylaws specifically allow block voting. Some states have voted in session to allow block voting for a
particular election even though their Bylaws state they must vote by percentage. This has been allowed and certified legitimate by the
National Board representative at the State Convention.
Block voting has been used to sway the total electoral vote in larger states all to one candidate. Thus, in the national election totals,
even though the winning candidate may not have the representative vote to win, they had the electoral count to win. While this may
be exactly what someone wants or may be what a state wants to have more than their fair share of voice in deciding an election or a
constitutional issue, by corrupting the process it can have dire effects. Without elimination of block voting, eventually all states will
have to block vote just so their winning candidate has any chance at being elected. This eliminates all minority votes from the national electoral totals.
How does this work? Take a fictional state with 38 electoral votes (based on total membership). In the election at the state convention, 47 percent cast their vote for candidate A and 53 percent cast their vote for candidate B. In a block voting system, because
Candidate B won the raw vote, he receives all 37 electoral votes for that state, while Candidate A receives 0. In a percentage vote,
Candidate B gets 20.14 votes and Candidate A receives 17.86. Every vote that was cast actually gets counted in the state electoral total
and in turn gets counted in the national electoral total.
Expand block voting across 3 large electoral count states all with a majority for one candidate and the marginally winning candidate
now has 100 or more votes while the slightly loosing candidate has 0 (zero). When elections are only 25 states or so, overcoming a
100 vote head start with non-block voting states is almost impossible as the difference is generally a close vote as it was in the 3 block
voting states. If the average spread is just 3 votes as in the above example, it would take 34 states all voting the same way to overcome
the 100 vote head start. There are no longer 34 states voting in East or West elections.
When the minority voice is not counted and in fact their earned electoral votes (by their membership in UPMA) are actually cast
diametrically opposed to how they voted, their motivation to continue to participate and maintain membership will be reduced.
Over time this will mean fewer attendees, less diversity and fewer members as minority opinion member’s voice is not counted. With
another management organization suing in federal court for the right to represent Postmasters and Manager members of that organization that they currently cannot do, UPMA may no longer be the only representative Association in town.
UPMA is better served in the long run to embrace diversity, to make every vote count, to hear every members voice and to demonstrate integrity in the decentralized voting process at state level. Integrity requires the best of all us every day, including our elected
officials. Lust for power over elections will lead to rampant block voting across most states just to be heard as much as possible. This
will lead to a homogeneous organization bereft of diversity and new ideas, with declining participation and membership.
I am therefore going to pursue a National Bylaw prohibiting block voting in any state.
When it is your turn to vote, make sure your vote will always count.
Karl Buss
UPMA Executive Vice President Kentucky
PO Box 702
West Paducah KY 42086
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Rebuttal Letter to the Editor
Restricting Voting Options Strengthens No One
When we finally crossed the pointless old divide and became one organization, we did so primarily, I
believed, to protect the rights and interests of our members. One of the most cherished of those rights is the
freedom to make decisions -- such as voting on issues or elections -- in the manner we choose. We did not design UPMA to be centrally controlled on matters such as these; we did not expect our national office or national
executive board to behave in a dictatorial fashion. And, I, for one, appreciated that facet from the start. So,
when I learned that a letter to the editor was being circulated throughout the nation, pushing the prohibition of
one of our options in the voting process, I felt compelled to express my opposition to the idea.
Earlier this year a similar proposition was received by the Articles and Bylaws Committee, and as chairman of that esteemed group, I recorded the committee’s unanimous decision to reject recommending that this
proposal become part of our governing documents. The Executive Board also voted not to endorse the idea as
a proposed amendment. Subsequently, so did the membership at their respective chapter conventions. UPMA
members, it seems, do not want to be told what we can and cannot do.
If we so choose, we should be able to cast our votes together as a chapter, giving our group’s decision
more significance, more impact regarding a national question. Block voting is a choice that chapters have, and
forcibly taking that option away empowers no one -- quite the contrary. The suggestion that restricting our
possible plans of action at the chapter level might somehow prevent the horrors of a member being disappointed in the outcome of a particular vote is silly. Any speculation about further dire consequences is at best conjecture, at worst fear mongering.
Comparisons to the electoral college system are natural and apt. I say, bring it on. It’s a system that has
worked precisely as intended for well over two centuries, one whose detractors’ best arguments fall apart quickly under scrutiny. But, that’s a separate discussion.
Currently, UPMA respects the right of chapters to decide how they will vote; it says so in our bylaws
[Article VI, Section 6 (b)] and these bylaws are in accordance with Roberts Rules of Order. The thought of
restricting our choices -- our rights and freedoms -- rubs many members the wrong way, and that includes me.
Drew Martin, Postmaster Retired
Jefferson, NC

In Memorium
A life that touches others goes on forever
• Family of Lynn Zimmerman- Retired PM West Bend
• Shary Nady PM Bondurant on the loss of he mother and father
• Dwight Porter Manager of IT on the loss of his mother in law
• Savannah Close PM Ottumwa on the loss of her mother
• Annette Kane PM Centerville om the loss of her son
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Save the date!
Iowa UPMA Next Board Meeting
Jan. 11, 2020
Honey Creek Resort
Lake Rathbun

Every family has one
weird relative.
If you don’t know who it
is, then it’s probably you.

2020 Legislative Summit
Feb. 23-26
Washington, DC

2020 IA Chapter
April 24-26
Honey Creek Resort
Lake Rathbun

2020 UMPA National Convention
Aug. 1-7
St. Louis, MO

LOOKING AHEAD

Materials for the next issue
(Jan/Feb) are due Jan. 10, 2020
Submit to Darcie Renze, Editor-VIA E-mail/real mail to nvrhome5@gmail.com
301 Lampkastner Dr, Holstein IA 51025

